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Abstract 

Rell\tions between average case f -complexity and Bayesian StatiStiCS are discussed. An algorithm 

corresponds to a declSlon function. and the cbOlce of IOformatlon to the cboice of an experimenL 

Adaptive information In f -complexity theory corresponds to the concept of sequential experlmenL 

Some results are reported. giving f -complexity and minimax-Bayesian Interpretations for factor 

analysIs. Results from f -compleXity are used to establish that the opl1mal sequential design IS no 

better than optimal nonsequential deSign for that problem. 
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This paper shows that average case analysis of algorithms and Informatlon in f -complexity theory 

IS related to to optimal decisions and expenments. respecl1vely. in Bayesian Theory. Finding such 

relations betwet'n problems in previously disjoint literatures IS exciting both because one discovers 

a new set of colleagues and because results obtained in each literature can illumlDate the other. 

Secl10ns I and 2 explain. respectively. the worst-case and average-case analYSIS of algonthms. 

Section 3 establishes the correspondence mentloned above. Finally. Section 4 discusses some 

results from the average case f -complexity literature. and Its interpretation for Bayeslans. We 

hope that the relation reported here can lead to further fruitful results for both fields. 

1 Worst Case Analysis 

In this section we bnefly present some major questions addressed In f -complexity theory. We 

first discuss the worst case model whlch is conceptually Simpler than the average case model. 

discussed lD Section 2. 

AD expository account of f -compleXity theory (whlch IS also known as Information-centered 

theory) may be found in Traub and WozIuakowskl (1983). The general worst case model IS 

presented III two research monographs: 
, 

Traub and WozDlakowski (1980) and Traub, Wasilkowskl 

and Woz~uakowski (1983). The first of these has an extensive annotated bibliography. Reports 

on the average CASe model are Cited in Section 2. 

A simple llltegration problem prOVIdes a suggestive illustration. We WIsh to approximate 

Sl fWdt knowing n valUes of f at points t,' N(f) • [«tl)' ...• f(t
o
»)' and knowing that r 

o 
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belongs to a gIven class F of functions where F is a subclass c,{ a linear space F. Tlus means 
I 

that for given Information value y" N(f) we approxImate the integral of f by ,(y> where 

,JR D ~ IR is a mapping c_lIed an algorithm. In the worst case model discussed in tllls sectIon, 

the error of , IS determmed by Its performance for the "hardest" element f. i.e .• 

o 

The radius of informatIon r'" (N). IS defined as the mmimal error among all algonthms that USe 

N. and the optlmll algOrithm ,0 IS defined so that ItS error is minimal. I.e., 

Suppose now that the pomts t may be varied. Then N" (f) = [f( to) "'W f( t ')] is nth optimal Iff 
I I I 

the pomts t' are chosen to minimIze the radius '" Hence. roughJy speaking, optImal r an 

I 

algOrithm 
0 

that nth optimal IOf ormation N
a S fWdt for every f f F. wIth , uses approximates 

o 
mlDlmal error among all algorithms that use D function evaluations. Observe that these concepts 

are mdependent of a model of computatIon. 

In f -complexity theory we are mteresled in mmlmlzmg errors as well as cost. More preCIsely. 

suppose we are given f >0. Then the problem IS to find mformatlon N. and an algOrithm , that 

I 

uses N. so that ; approXlmates S f(Odt. "V f f F. with error not greater that f and the cost of 

o 
computmg , (N( f» IS mmlmlzed. Observe that thts cost (denoted by comp{,.n) IS the sum of 

two terms: the cost of computmg y = NW (denoted by comp<N.f» and the cost of computmg 

,<y) gIven y {denoted by comb< ,.y)l. Of course. comp( ,.n ~ comp(N.n. A major problem of 
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f N•••• •• UJ •• •• 
f -complexity can be stated as follows: ind and, that uses N such that e (, .N ) S 

f and 

Of course. the chOice of N" and •• , depend strongly on the model of computation. I.e.. how 

much vanous operatloos cost. In thls sectIon we discuss a very sImple model. assumlDg that 

comp (N.n is proportional to n. say comp(N.f) & cen. where c IS so large that comb(,.N(f) IS 

negligible for some optimal algonthm ,. that uses N. Then to choose N·· and , .. we must find 

lDformatlon WIth the miDlmal number of function evaluations such that r"'(N
u

) Sf. Then for 

.. ' .. , we can take the optimal error algorlthm, that uses N . 

We now comment on the assumption that comb( ,.N( f» < < cn. For many problems there exists 

an optimal algonthm ,. whlch IS linear. I.e.. ,(y) • I y g. g dR. Since an anthmetlc 
I-I I I I 

operatIon (we take Its cost to be unllY> IS less expeoslve than a function evaluation. 

comb( ,.y) 2n-l < < cn. 

Hence the above assumption is satisfied whenever ,. IS linear. Thls also explains one reason why 

we are particularly interested in hnear optimal algonthms. 

We now indicate another Important questIon studied lD f -compleXity theory. Recall that 10 our 

example the lIliormallon N IS of the form. NCf) • ([(t) ..... f(t »). If the points t are gIven 
I. I 

independently of f. then N IS called nonadaptive. If the depend on previously computed 
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uUormation values, N is called adaptive. Nonadaptive information IS desirable on a parallel 

computer and for distributed computation since the information can then be computed on various 

processors at the same tune. Tlus lowers slgnlticantly the cost comp (N.n. Adaptive 

1Df0rmation has to be computed sequentially whlch means that comp(N.f) remalDS nco Hence. If 

NnoD is nonadaptive and N· is adaptive. we prefer N
non 

unless r"'(~) «r"'(Nnon
). This explains 

why we are interested in the follOWing question: when is adaptive information more powerful than 

nonadaptive Informatlon? 

We descnbed some of the major questions addressed in f -complexity theory by USing integration 

as an example. The same quesllons can be asked in great generality where. for example. different 

operators are consIdered UlStead of Sl fWdt. and diff",nt information opentors N ore studied 

o 
instead of function evaluations. For many problems optimal information and optimal algorithms 

are known. Sometimes tlus lDformatlOn and these algorithms are new. Furthermore. for many 

problems (including the mtegration problem) adaptive !Dformatlon is not more powerful than 

nonadaptIve 1Df0rmatl0n. The SIgnIficance of thls result 1$ that adaption IS widely used by 

practitioners. 

2 A verqe Case Anaysis 

In the previous section we brIefly discussed the worst case model where the error of an 

algorithm was defined by Its performance for the "hardest" r. For some problems tbJs model 

might be 100 peSSunistlC Researchers in I -complexity theory also analyze average case models. 

three of which we present in lhls sectlon. For Simplicity we discuss onJy problems defined on 
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Hilbert spaces. Thls presentation IS based OD Traub. Wasilkowski and Wozillakowski (1981). 

Wasilkowski and Wozniakowskl (1982). WOzDlakowski (1982) and Wasilkowskl (1983a>. 

Let FI and F" be two real separable Hilbert spaces and let S. 

(2.1 ) 

be a continuous operator. We call S a solution operator. For instance. we might take S( f) 

1 

S f( Ddt which corresponds to the integrallon problem discussed above. S(f) f whlch 

o 
-I P 2 2 

corresponds to the approXimation problem or S • .1 where.1u· -! a utax 
I-I 

wmch corresponds 

to a dIfferential equatIon problem. 

As III Secllon 1 we want to approXimate S( fI for every f t F but now .wlth the average error :is 
I 

small as possible. In order to define average error we assume lhat the space F is eqUipped with 
I 

a probabllity measure JI. JI( F ) • 1. defined on the Borel sets of F . 
I I 

To flOd an approxunallon to S( f) we must know somethlllg about f. We assume y N(f) IS 

known, where now N IS defined as follows: 

N(f) = [L m.L (f.y ) ....• L (f.y ..... y )] t IR", 
I ~ 1 • I .-1 

( 2.2) 

where y • L (f). Y • L (Ly, .... Y ) (I = 2 •...• n). and for every y f IRn the functlonals 
1 I I I I I-I 

L ( •• y): F ~IR belong to some given class L of measureable fUllctionals, Such an operator N 
I I 

is called an adaptive IOformatJon operator and the number n of functional evaluations IS called 

the cardinality of ~, card (N) • n. In general. the choice of the Ith evaluation depends on the 
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previously computed information Y
1
' •••• Y

H
' If L ( •. y) E L for every y then N is called 

I I 

nonadaptive. Of course. for nonadaptive information N. N( f) can be very efficiently computed in 

parallel. 

To illustrate ttus concept assume. as In Section 1. that F is a space of functions. Then N( f) 
I 

might COnsist of function evalualions. N(f) " [«t) ....• fit )1. i.e .• L (f) :: f(t). If the t's are 
I n 

fixed then N is nonadaptive. Otherwise. If the selection of t depends on the. value f(t ) and so 
2 1 

on. then N IS adaptive. 

Knowing N(f) we approximate S(f) by f(N(f) where ; is an algorithm that uses~. By an 

algorithm we mean any mapping from N(F 1) :: IR 0 Into F 2' Then the average error of 1. is 

defined as 

where the 1:.. :egral in (2.3) is understood as the Lebesque integral. 

We pause to comment on defillltion (2.3) 

e the average error of an algoflthm f is conceptually the same as the eIror eCl1( ;.N) in 

the worse case model. except the supremum IS replaced by an llltegraJ. 

e The average error of f is well defined only if f is "measurable" (or more precisely 

only when Ils(e) - feNCe»~ 112 is measurable in n. Since "unmeasurable" algorithms 

might be as good as "measurable" ones. we would like to have the concept of 

average error for every algOrIthm. It is possible to extend the definition (2.3) so 

that average error IS well defined for every; (see Wasilkowski (1983a» but for the 

(2.3) 
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purpose of this paper we shall assume that , IS chosen such that (2.3) IS well 

defined. 

• The average error IS defmed as an average value of Ils( f) - ,. (N( fdl". Of course. In . 
·,1 ,,-

general :S(f) - ~(N(f»11 can be replaced by a different error fUnction E(s(f).,(N(f) 

(see e.£. Traub. Wasllkowslo and Woznlako ..... skl (1981). and WaslIkowslu (1983a»). 

Let 

( 2.4) 

be the aVera2e radiUS of information N. Then by an optimal avera2e ~ al20rllhm we mean an 

algonthm ,. that uses ~ and enJoys the smallest error. I.e .• 

• "g( • N} 
e '.1 = ( 2.5) 

For a given Integer n. let '4' be the class of all mformatlon operators N of the form (2.2) With 
n 

cardinality not gre3ter than n. We shall say that r
IY

,( nl IS an nth minimal aVeU2e radiUS If 

w!'4' r·'~(N). 
n 

We shall say that N" from '4' IS nth optimal If the radllus of N' IS minimal. I.e .• 
n n n 

r"G (N·) a rlV& (n) 
a 

( 2.6) 

(2.7) 

Using t1us notation. we now descTlbe some of the major questions addressed 10 the average case 

model. Given the problem. I.e .. solution operator S. probability measure (I. class of mformatlon 

operators N and error tolerance f • find N" and •• ,. With minimal (or almost mllllIDaU 

complexity such that 
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operators N and error toler:l1Ice f • find Nt< and 
.. 

, with minimal (or almost mlnllnall 

complexity such that 

"'~ ( '. NU) ~ e ,.. f. 

The complellity of the average case model Cln be measured In different ~·ays. Depeodlng on the 

problem. sometimes It IS defined as compleXity of , III the worst case. I.e .. 

suo comp(,,fl. 
It F 

I 

We call this Case A. Sometimes compleXity IS defined by the average case complexity. which IS 

S comp (,.f> p( dr>. 

F 
I 

which we call Case B. However. If we a£ree that the assumptloos 10 Section 1 are satisfied the 

search for optimal , .. aod ~ .. can be Simplified. namely. to find , •• and N" we need ooly to 

find an n'th optimal information operator With the minimal n& such that 

here called Case C. Then the optimal N
H 

IS N
H 

N' and the optlmal algortlhm , •• IS ao 

optimal average error algoflthm , 'that uses N". The conditions .... ·hlch gu:uantee that, IS 

n 

linear. i.e .• , *«Y •...• y II = r y £ .g EF . are also studled. Another Important question posed In 
n 1 n I-I I 1 : ~ 

f -comple:<1ty theory IS when adaptation IS more powerful than nonadaptallon. 

We end tlus section by preseotlng the concepts of local errors and local radii. 



Lei N be an Illformal1on operator. 

fI on Borel sets from IR n as 
I.N 

11 

For slmpl1clly assume Ih.lt N( F ) 
I 

IR ". Define a measure 

( 2.8> 

Of course. fI IS a probabll1ty measure. Then there eXists a family of probabll1ty measures 
I,S 

fl. <.Iy> on F such that fI, are concentrated on N-'(y). I.e .. fl. (N"(y)ly) = 1. for almost 
_,~ ! _..... ..S 

every y and 

feB) S jJ, (BIY)fI (dy). 
N(B)"!" I.N 

( 2.9) 

. (For more detailed diScussion see Wasllkow;kl (198 3a) l. Such measures fI, (, I y) are called 
_.N 

conditional measures. Then Ihe average error of an algoTlthm , can be rewntten as 

. 
(,.N.y)- fI 

I.S 

where 

IS called a local averace error of t. Let 

r'VS (N.y) • {lDf 
ff F~ 

FI 

(dy>. ( 2.101 

(2.11 > 

<2.12> 

be the local average radius of N. II IS proven In Waslikowskl (1983.1) that r·v~(N.y)c. as a 

function of y. IS fI, - measurable. Hence. we have 
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12.13) 

and ,. IS optimal Iff 

y. a.e. (2.14 ) 

Finally. N' IS nth optimal Iff 
n 

= (2.15 ) 

3 A Bayesian Interpretation of the Average Case \1odel 

Recall that the Bayesian scheme for the d~slgn of experiments comes In two equivalent forms. 

normal and extensive (Lindley. 1971). 1:1 the normal form. one chooses a deCISIon function 

O(x). dependlos on the data. to minimiZe expected loss over both the sample space X and 

parameCer spaces C): 

S 
n 

S Uo(x).8) 
X 

pix 18)dxd8. ( 3.1 ) 

[n the extensive form. a Bayesian chooses an experiment e and a decIsion d. after observing x but 

not observing 8. to 

mlnS dx 
e 

de U d.9.e.x)p< 81 x.e)p(x 1 el. ( 3.1) 

x 

Companng O.l> With (2.3) and (2.4) for the normal forms. and (3.2) wIth (2.15) for the 

extensive forms. we see Identical forms. leading to the correspondence exhlbited In Table 1. 
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Table 1: Correspondence of Notation Between Bayesian 
DecIsion Theory and f -Complexity Theory (Case C) 

Lancuage of Bavesl::1n DecIsion TheClfY Language of f -Complexity Theory 

e expertment N mformatlon 

)( data y 111formatlon value 

.)(.) decIsion fUnctIon ,U algorllhm 

d decIsion g value of algorlthm 

8 parameter problem element 

L loss I I S(f)-g 1 12 algOrithm error 

p( 81 x.e) postertor distributIon JI, ely) condHional .. s 
probabIlity 

p(x 1 e) marginal distributIon Jll.~ 
(,) distrlbutton of N 

of data 

ex pression (3.1) Bayes mk of [r.v~(N) ]2 squared radius 
expenment of IOf ormation 

In both cases A and B. researchers ID f -comple:oty theory keep the error and the cost of 

computation separate. They want to guarantee that the error IS not greater than f. and then they 

ask about mlDlmal cost of computation. A BayeSian might prefer a formul:ltlon 1D which cost 

and error were represented 10 the loss functIon L so that the optimal IOformatlon Nand 

algonthm , would minimize 

5 L< ,.N,f) 
F 

I 

JI (df) 
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unconditionally. Observe that letting the loss function 

L( ,.N.f> 

where" (,.N) 
f 

( 3.3) 

will Yield a Bayesian formulation of Case B. However. Case A appears not to have a 

correspondence with Bayesian statistiCS. 

With the above as background. the role of adaptive information becomes clearer to statisticians. 

Adapl1ve IDformatlon IS defmed to be aD N dependent on past values of y. that is. an experiment 

dependent on past data. Thus \I.-hat researchers In f -complexity mean by adaptive information IS 

related to what statistiCians mean by the sequential design of experiments. To ask whether 

adaptation helps In the average caSe IS to ask whether sequenlial experimentatIOn Yields greater 

expected utllity. 

The average case models presented 10 tills paper IS not the only one studied In f -complexity 

theory. We now present very briefly another model (see Wasilkowslo (1983b») which has no 

correspondence In the BayeSian DeCISIon Theory and whose conclusion (that probabilistiC 

algonthms are better than nonprClbabillstlc alg::lTlthms) 15 contrary to BayeSian DeCISion Theory. 

In the model to be presented here we have a class I" of pairs (N.,) where. as always N is an 

Information operator and , IS an algorithm that uses N. In general. II' IS uncountable. Consider 
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3 random vanable R wIth values \D ¥" ThIs random variable defines the follOWing probablilstlc 

method: ac :ording to R, randomly choose (N " ) 
II. II. 

'f and then approximate 5( f) by x 

, (N (f». Observe that If R IS constant. then this probabilistic method IS an ordinary algorithm 
II. R 

discussed III this paper. For given I > 0 and p f [0.1] let IR( l.p) be the set of all random 

variables R such that 

prob (1IS(f) - , (N (f»11 ~ I) ~ p. 
II. II 

I.e .• IR( f ,p) IS the set of all probablilstlc methods whiCh. with probability at least p. Yield an 

apprOXlnlatlon with error at most f. Now the problem IS to find an opllmal method. or 

equlvalenlly an optimal R'. with minimal co:nplexlty among all methods frOID IR( f .p). Here the 

complexity of R IS defined by tbe average complexity, I.e .• 

_5 ( 5 COIDP (,.f) jI (dO) R(d(N.,») . 

y F 
I 

It turns out that for many problems the optimal R'. although discrete. IS not constant. ThiS 

means that III thiS model. probabilistic methods are better than nonprooabillstic methods. 

4 An Application to Factor Analysis 

In this section we report some results from the average case f -complexity literature glVIn£ an 

IOterpretalion of factor analYSIS. Tlus Jnd the correspondence between BayeSian statIstIcs and 

f -complexity Yields :1 BayeSian IOterpretatlon of factor analYSIS wilh some mIDI max elemC!nts. 

much along the lines suggestt:d by Manskl (1981), Lambert and Duncan (1981) and Berger 

(1983). 
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Consider the problem of representing a linear space by a few vectors captunng most of tbe 

,,-ariabihty in a particular sense. In a factor analysIs one chooses any system of vectors spannIng 

tbe space spanned by t'-e eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of the covarIance 

matrix V. Tlus problem can be displayed In the language of f -complexity as follows. 

Let F be a separable Hilbert space (although statistiCians will be more familiar with the large. 
1 

m 

finite dimensional case F sIR, We prefer to talk about not necessarIly finlte spaces. since for 
I 

many Interesting problems in f -complexity the spaces are infinite dimensional.) To represent lhls 

space means to approxunate the solution operator S, wtuch for this case is the identity operator. 

S :: I 

possessing partial JDformatlon N. 

N(f) • [(f.z ) ....• (f.z »). (4.1> 
I a 

Here z are some vectors from F and (e ,e) denotes the inner product in F. Assume now that 
J I I 

the probability measure jI on F 
I 

V. Recall tbat V is deCiDed by 

is unknown and what We how is its covariance operator 

(Vg,h) • S (f.g) (C.h) jI(df). V g.hEF 
I 

(4.2) 

FI 

III 

and for Fl· IR . V is the covanance matru of jI. Of course. V 15 symmetric and posltlve 

definlte. Without loss of generality we can assume that V has finite trace (this is equivalent to 

the assumption that S II f W jI( df) < + 00) since otherwise we cannot approximate S :: I 
-F 

I 
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with fiIllte error. Since jJ IS unknown we replace the problem (2.1.5) by the followlDg one. 

Find N
a 

and " that uses N' sucb tbat 

elve ('" ',N', Ll) . f In! IV, (" N ) sU; r r: I~ ~ ~ per' : jJ • (4.3 ) 

where elvc
( ,.N:jJ) denotes the average error of , for a measure of jJ. 

Th.ls IS. we believe. the f -complexity formulation of the problem studied In factor analysIs. To 

solve lhls problem we first fix N. From Wasilkowsld and Wonuakowski (1982) it follows 

immediately that 

lve ( • N .) IVe (N .) e ,: ,jJ "r :jJ (4.4) 

where ,. IS the spilDe algonthm tbat uses Nand jJ' is any orthogonally invanant measure. The 

formal definitions of spline algonthms and of orthogonal invariance can be found in the paper 

cited above. We only stress tbt the spline algorithm IS linear (i.e •• IS simple) and that Gaussian 

measures are examples of orthogonally Invanant measures. Hence from (4.4) we have that the 

spline algonthm ,. tbat uses N IS optimal in the sense of (4.3>' Furthermore. the GaUSSian 

measure With covanance operator V is the "least favorable" measure for every Informallon N. 

We now exbibit the opumal information N*. Let,,;,; ..... (II,,; II ,. I) be the eigenvectors of 

the operator V. i.e.. 

V,,· '" A· ,,~ A' ~ A: ~ ... ~ O. 
J J J I 

(4 . .5 ) 

Let 
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N'(f) 

From (4.4) and Wasllkowski and Wozmakowslu (I n2) It follows that 

In! mf sup l't N ';'1'1;(' N' 0 e . (,. 'r) = e ~. 'r I = 

N 

co 

. {2: ). ·r'~. (4.7) 
I 

I=n+ I 

Tlus means that N' defmed by (4.6) IS opllmal and that the spline algorithm , '. wluch for thiS 

IDfOrmatlon has a very sunple form 

n 
n 

[y ..... y J E IR , 
1 n 

IS the uDlque opllmal al,gonthm for the problem (4.3>' 

We now comment on the chOice of lllformation N°. Suppose that Inste.ld of :-l' one chooses N, 

° z spans the same space ?S "1' 

lin{Z ..... Z } 
1 n 

I1n { ,,'. .••• '1'}. 
1 n 

Then IDfOrmatlon N' and N are equivalent. 

algonthms that use N' and N. respectively. then 

(,(N'(f» ,,' ( N (f) ). \;f fE F , T"s I 
N 

• '1 ' I.e., 
n 

More precisely. If , " and , , are optimal 
N N 
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and 

Observe that N' defined above IS nonadaptl've. It IS natural to asl.: whether N" remalDs optimal 

among all adaptive informatIOn operators. From Woznlakowsl.:i (1982) we know that adaptlOn IS 

110t more powerful ID the average If the measure ~ IS orthogonally IDvanant. Since for every N 

the supremum ID (4.3) IS attained for such measures. tlus implies that adaption does not help In 

our problem. 

In the language of statistics (we refer the reader to Table I as necessary). S '" f is a random 

vanable. N IS an experiment whIch gives CII. for n chosen vectors z (J 
J 

1. ...• n). the value of 

-
tbe random vanables (S(. ).z). which can be written In the fiOite dimensional case. z S(· ). 

J J 

Note that the covanance matnx V of S In the flOlle dimenSional case IS the covanance operator 

of jI. 
• KnOWing the matnx V. we wish to find. for fixed n. optimal vectors 'II' "n to satIsfy 

(4.3). that IS to minimize. oVer ex penments N and estimates ,'. the loss against the least 

favorable distribution jI for S. <ThiS latter aspect gives me to the mlOimax character of the 

cntenon). The nature of thIS optimal chOice of vectors 'I J IS that they span the space spanned by 

the eigenvectors of V corresponding to the n largest eigenvalues. ThiS IS exactly the space of 

possible factor analYSIS of V. We therefore have a Bayes-mlDlmax Interpretation of factor analYSIS. 

and one that does not appear to be available In the statistIcal literatUre. 

Another conclusion IS that the experiment N'. whIch IS nonsequential. IS optimal among all 

sequential experiments. 
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S Conclusion 

We believe that the relations between Bayesian decision theory and average case t -complexity 

theory may have Important consequences for both groups of researchers. We have found i.n our 

discussions that despite the similarities reported here. the perspectives of the two fields are rather 

distlOCt. Only as we further explore the connections between these two areas can we determlOe 

how much progress can be made \D each by explOiting the relatIons reported here. 
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